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#ITIZENSHIP UNDER SIEGE 
IN THE BRAVE NEW %UROPE
(ELEN - (INTJENS
)NSTITUTE OF  3OCIAL 3TUDIES
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS COMMENTARY PIECE REFLECTS ON THE RANGE OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO THIS 3PECIAL )SSUE CONSIDERING THE WAYS IN WHICH THE %UROPEAN CONTEXT 
FAILS TO OFFER MORE INCLUSIONARY NOTIONS OF CITIZENSHIP IN THE CURRENT ERA ! 
LONGTERM DECLINE IN STATE LEGITIMACY IN %UROPE AND IN THE 5+ CANNOT BE 
OFFSET BY THE INTENSIFIED POLICING OF INSECURITY THAT IS KNOWN AS THE 7AR ON 
4ERROR 4HE 'LOBAL 3OCIAL *USTICE MOVEMENT IS CONSIDERED AS AN ALTERNATIVE 
FRAMEWORK FOR WHAT SECURITY MIGHT MEAN IN THE ABSENCE OF STATE VIOLENCE 
4HE IMPORTANCE OF DIASPORIC IDENTITIES TO SUCH MOVEMENTS COMES ACROSS IN 
THE RESEARCH PROJECT THAT UNDERPINS THIS 3PECIAL )SSUE 3TATES IN %UROPE AND 
THE "RITISH STATE WHICH IS FOCUSED ON HERE ARE EXPERIENCING WHAT CAN BE 
CALLED A @BESEIGED LEGITIMACY 4HE RELATIVE DISBELIEF IN OFFICIAL ACCOUNTS OF 
EVENTS BY MANY CITIZENS SUCH AS THOSE INTERVIEWED BY RESEARCHERS INVOLVED 
IN THIS 3PECIAL )SSUE COMBINES WITH A GLOBAL ECONOMY THAT INCREASINGLY 
RESEMBLES A CASINO
JDXVNQCR   CITIZENSHIP DIASPORIC %UROPE EXCLUSION IDENTITY 
LEGITIMACY -USLIMS
4HE RESEARCH IN THIS SPECIAL ISSUE OF %UROPEAN *OURNAL OF #ULTURAL 3TUDIES 
OPENS UP SPACES FOR DEBATE CONCERNING THE CITIZENSHIP OF MINORITIES  IN 
%UROPE ESPECIALLY BUT NOT ONLY -USLIM MINORITIES IN VIEW OF THE COMPLEX 
@INTERMESTIC ISSUES OF THE )RAQ INVASION THE @7AR ON 4ERROR AND RISING 
RACIST VIOLENCE 4HE CENTRAL POINTS THAT EMERGE FOR ME ARE THAT %UROPE AS A 
WHOLE THE 5+ IS NO EXCEPTION	 HAS NO NEW NOTIONS OF CITIZENSHIP TO OFFER 
AND THAT DECLINING STATE LEGITIMACY CANNOT BE REVERSED BY HYSTERICAL EFFORTS 
TO POLICE THE GROWING INSECURITY OF PEOPLES LIVES ! POSSIBLE WAY FORWARD IS 
OFFERED BY THE 'LOBAL 3OCIAL *USTICE MOVEMENT BUT MOST SECURITYCONSCIOUS 
STATES TREAT THIS AS A THREAT (INTJENS A B	 $IASPORIC IDENTITIES 
APPEAR INTRINSICALLY SUBVERSIVE TO STATES WITH @BESIEGED LEGITIMACY BESIEGED 
FROM WITHIN BY CITIZEN INDIFFERENCE AND FROM WITHOUT BY LOSS OF CONTROL 
OVER DOMESTIC POLICY AS THE GLOBAL ECONOMY COMES TO RESEMBLE A CASINO
7ESTERN DEMOCRACIES  ARE  APPARENTLY  @LOCKING DOWN  TOGETHER  IN 
A VERSION OF WHAT STREET PROTESTORS DO  LINKING ARMS SHARING SECURITY	 
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INFORMATION AND MILITARY AND POLICE	 TACTICS !MNESTY )NTERNATIONAL NOTES 
A DETERIORATION IN THE SITUATION OF ASYLUMSEEKERS %UROPEAN STATES BOTH 
TOGETHER AND INDIVIDUALLY STAND ACCUSED OF @A CONSISTENT PATTERN OF HUMAN 
RIGHTS VIOLATIONS LINKED TO THE INTERCEPTION DETENTION AND EXPULSION BY 
STATES OF  FOREIGN NATIONALS  INCLUDING THOSE SEEKING  INTERNATIONAL PRO
TECTION  !MNESTY )NTERNATIONAL 	 5NOFFICIAL AND SEMILEGALIZED 
HIERARCHIES ARE EMERGING AMONG CITIZENS OF DIFFERENT @STRIPES ACROSS THE 
%UROPEAN 5NION %5	 4HE FEELINGS HOPES AND INSECURITIES RECORDED IN 
THE RESEARCH REPORTED HERE PROVIDE IMPORTANT SNAPSHOTS OF THIS LIVED EX
PERIENCE #OMPARED WITH THE AVERAGE MEMBER OF THE PUBLIC IT DOES SEEM 
THAT @THE ETHNOGRAPHER HAS x PRIVILEGED INSIGHT INTO THE LIVED EXPERIENCE 
OF GLOBALIZATION "URAWOY ET AL  	 &OR ONCE THE SUPPOSEDLY SMALL 
MATTERS OF EVERYDAY LIFE ARE TREATED HERE AS IMPORTANT AND AS CENTRAL IN 
UNDERSTANDING CITIZENSHIP AND IDENTITY
@)DENTITY FORMATION UNDER DURESS IS A PHRASE THAT DESCRIBES WELL WHAT 
HAPPENS WHEN ORDINARY PEOPLE FIND THEMSELVES IN UNCOMFORTABLE SITUATIONS 
WHERE THEY ARE MADE TO FEEL VULNERABLE 7HEN ASKED HOW THEY VIEW THE 
EPIC THEMES OF CURRENT MEDIA DEBATES SUCH AS MULTICULTURAL CITIZENSHIP 
AND PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY AUTHORITY AND LEGITIMACY SECURITIES AND IN 
SECURITIES MOST OF  THE RESPONDENTS  IN  THESE  STUDIES  SEE  THEMSELVES AS 
MERE OBJECTS OR TARGETS OF PROPAGANDA 4HEY DO NOT FEEL LIKE INFORMED AND 
ACTIVE CITIZENS -USLIM PEOPLE ESPECIALLY EXPERIENCE THE EMBRACE OF STATE 
AUTHORITIES AS MENACING ! STRONG SENSE OF DISTRUST RUNS THROUGH THESE 
ACCOUNTS FROM .ORTHERN )RELAND TO %DINBURGH AND ,ONDON 
"UT  THE PROBLEM OF EXCLUSIONARY  FORMS OF  CITIZENSHIP GOES DEEPER 
THAN FEELINGS HOWEVER IMPORTANT THESE ARE 4O BE ASCRIBED AN IDENTITY 
PREDEFINED AS DEVIANT AND NOT FITTING IN WITH THE NORM IS TO BE EXCLUDED 
FROM THE BASIC RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES OF CITIZENSHIP 7HEREVER YOU ARE 
IF YOU LIVE SOMEWHERE IN THE %5 YOU ARE EXPECTED TO BE ABLE TO SIMPLY 
@FIT IN WITH WHATEVER YOU FIND 7ITH MARKED ALIENATION FEAR AND DISTRUST 
OF THE AUTHORITIES THE LEGITIMACY OF STATES IS OBVIOUSLY NOT ENHANCED IN 
THE EYES OF THOSE WHO DO NOT FIT THE DOMINANT NORM OF CITIZENS !CROSS THE 
%5 MINORITIES n ESPECIALLY -USLIM MINORITIES n INCREASINGLY VIEW THE 
POLICE JUDICIARY LEGAL PROFESSION WITH NOBLE EXCEPTIONS	 AND POLITICIANS 
IN GENERAL AS A HOSTILE FORCE RATHER THAN LEGITIMATE AUTHORITIES PROVIDING 
PROTECTION .EDERVEEN 0IETERSE 	 0OLITICIANS COMPETE  IN  TALKING 
TOUGH ON THE COMPOUND TOPIC OF MIGRATION ASYLUM CRIME AND TERRORISM 
4HE MEDIA  FUELS MAINSTREAM XENOPHOBIC  SENTIMENT  (ARRIS  	 
@%MOTIONAL POLITICS POLICES  THE MAJORITY FOR HINTS OF WEAKNESS BLAME 
AND RIGHTEOUS ANGER ARE THE MORALLY APPROVED EMOTIONS )N THESE NEW 
FAIRYTALES @FOREIGNERS EVEN THOSE WITH FULL CITIZENSHIP BUT NOTABLY NON
WHITES -USLIMS THE POOR	 LORD IT OVER INDIGENOUS PEOPLE PUSHED TO THE 
MARGINS OF  THEIR  TOLERANCE !S 0AUL 'ILROY OBSERVED TWO DECADES AGO 
SUCH IMAGES GAIN THEIR @POTENCY FROM A STRIKING INVERSION OF THE ROLES OF 
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MASTER AND SLAVE COVERTLY ACKNOWLEDGING GUILT WHILE SUMMONING FEAR 
 	 2EGARDLESS OF IMMIGRATION FIGURES @GOVERNMENTS ARE AWARE OF 
THE DANGERS OF AN OUTBREAK OF COMPASSION FOR THE VICTIMS RATHER THAN RAGE 
AGAINST THE INVADERS (ARRIS  	 7E HAVE COME A LONG WAY SINCE 
THE OPTIMISM OF THE EARLY S WHEN SCHOLARS ARGUED THAT CITIZENSHIP IN 
THE %5 WAS EXPANDING RATHER THAN CONTRACTING THE BEST KNOWN EXAMPLE 
BEING 3OYSAL 	 -OST  LONGTERM STUDIES OF CITIZENSHIP  IN %UROPE 
SUGGEST THE OPPOSITE EVER SINCE DECOLONIZATION PROMPTED THE EXCLUSION 
OF INCREASING CATEGORIES OF PEOPLE FROM FULL CITIZENSHIP NOT LEAST IN THE 
5+ WHERE JUS SOLIS WAS RESCINDED IN 	
3EVERAL RESPONDENTS DESCRIBE THE TERROR THAT THEY FELT ON REALIZING THAT 
-USLIMS EN MASSE n WHATEVER THEIR CITIZENSHIP STATUS THEIR LOYALTY TO THE 
STATE OR OTHER SIGNS OF INTEGRATION n WERE SEEN AS HELLBENT ON DESTROYING 
WESTERN CIVILIZATION BY VIOLENT MEANS -INORITY PEOPLE FIND THEMSELVES 
SOMETIMES PAINFULLY  AND ALSO CREATIVELY	 AT  THE  INTERSECTION OF  LOCAL 
NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL INFLUENCES 4HEIR STORIES SHOW THAT @A WATER
TIGHT DISTINCTION BETWEEN DIFFERENT SPATIAL  LEVELS  IS UNTENABLE  /LSEN 
 	 .EW MEDIA FORMS DISPLAY  THE SAME  @IMBRICATION  INTERNET
PRODUCED NEWS BLURS BOUNDARIES BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 
AND FACILITATES MORE FLUID INTERCHANGES BETWEEN DIFFERENT SPATIAL @LEVELS 
THAN IN THE PAST -USLIM INFORMANTS ESPECIALLY YOUNG PEOPLE DO MOST 
OF THE TALKING HERE 4HE OLDER GENERATION IS HEARD BUT LITTLE FROM THE OLD 
MEN 4HEY MAY HAVE BEEN JUDGED TO HAVE OTHER OUTLETS )N 3ADAF 2IZVIS 
AND !MMAR !L'HABBANS WORK THE RESPONSES TO INSECURITY AND THE @7AR 
ON 4ERROR ARE AMBIGUOUS 0AKISTANI MOTHERS DEFER TO THEIR SONS REPORTS 
OF NEWS ABOUT WHAT IS HAPPENING 4HERE IS A MIX OF REVULSION AND FASCIN
ATION WHEN SCHOOLGIRLS  RECOUNT HOW IMAGES OF  APPEARED ON THEIR 
MOBILE PHONES AND IMAGES OF +EN "IGLEYS BEHEADING WERE TRANSMITTED 
THROUGH -3. -ESSENGER )N THE RELATIVE SECURITY OF %DINBURGH +AREN 
1URESHI CONTRASTS THE COMPLACENCY OF ONE @WHITE FAMILY WITH A FORMERLY 
WELLINTEGRATED 0AKISTANI  FAMILYS VISCERAL  SENSE OF  INSECURITY 4HEY 
INDICATE THAT THEY NO LONGER CONSIDER THE 5+ TO BE A SECURE PLACE %VEN 
FORMALLY EQUAL CITIZENSHIP DOES NOT REASSURE MANY -USLIMS ABOUT THEIR 
FUTURE IN %UROPE
&OR MANY RESPONDENTS CHIEFLY HOWEVER NOT ONLY -USLIMS	 TERROR ATTACKS 
ARE LESS FRIGHTENING THAN THE @SECURITY RESPONSES TO THEM 3TORIES ABOUND 
OF THE RESPONDENTS OR THEIR RELATIVES DETAINED JOURNEYS DELAYED PEOPLE 
STOPPED AND SEARCHED %VERYONE KNOWS SOMEONE WHO HAS EXPERIENCED 
WHAT SEEMS LIKE ANTI)SLAMIC OR RACIST PREJUDICE FROM AUTHORITY FIGURES 
OR PASSERSBY -EDIA SUPPORT FOR CURBING HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE INTERESTS OF 
THE @7AR ON 4ERROR IS THREATENING AND AS (OWARD :INN REMARKS @)TS NOT 
JUST -USLIMS WHO ARE IN DANGER BUT ANYONE WHO SPEAKS OUT  	 
$ETENTION WITHOUT  TRIAL  RENDITION KIDNAPPINGS AND  TORTURE BECOME 
NORMAL UNDER A SYSTEM OF @GLOBAL APARTHEID WHICH INVOLVES THE @FORCIBLE 
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ISOLATION OF PEOPLE WHO ARE DIFFERENT  2ICHMOND  	 4HE NET 
EFFECT IS TO FURTHER DEPRIVE STATES OF WHAT LEGITIMACY AND MORAL AUTHORITY 
THEY HAD LEFT 7HAT IS @NORMAL IS OBVIOUSLY NOT THE SAME FOR EVERYONE 
@$OMINANT GROUPS SEEM UNCANNILY ABLE TO SHUT OUT OR IGNORE THE INJUSTICE 
AND SUFFERING AROUND THEM  	 3AMUEL #OHENS OBSERVATION SEEMS 
PECULIARLY SALIENT IN THE %5 TODAY 4HE %UROPEWIDE NETWORK OF DETENTION 
CAMPS FOR @FOREIGNERS FOR EXAMPLE IS ALMOST INVISIBLE TO THE AVERAGE %5 
CITIZEN ! DECADE AGO THERE WAS A HANDFUL OF SUCH CAMPS NOW THEY ARE 
LEGION SEE )NDYMEDIA 	 3ECURITY BREEDS INSECURITY AND PROFITS FOR 
PRIVATE BUSINESSES FURTHER UNDERMINING STATE LEGITIMACY 4HE IMPLICATIONS 
OF THE @7AR ON 4ERROR ITS SYSTEMS OF DETENTION HEIGHTENED BORDER SECURITY 
AND PRIVATIZED SECURITY OPERATIONS ARE SPELLED OUT BY 'IORGIO !GAMBEN
)F SOVEREIGN POWER IS FOUNDED ON THE ABILITY TO DECIDE ON THE STATE OF EXCEPTION 
THEN THE CAMP IS THE STRUCTURE IN WHICH THE STATE OF EXCEPTION IS PERMANENTLY 
REALIZED (ANNAH !RENDT OBSERVED ONCE THAT WHAT COMES TO LIGHT IN THE CAMPS 
IS  THE PRINCIPLE  THAT  SUPPORTS  TOTALITARIAN DOMINATION AND  THAT  COMMON 
SENSE  STUBBORNLY  REFUSES  TO ADMIT  TO NAMELY  THE PRINCIPLE ACCORDING  TO 
WHICH ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE )T IS ONLY BECAUSE THE CAMPS CONSTITUTE A SPACE OF 
EXCEPTION n A SPACE IN WHICH THE LAW IS COMPLETELY SUSPENDED n THAT EVERY
THING IS TRULY POSSIBLE IN THEM  	
)F SUCH SPACES ARE ALLOWED TO EXTEND THEMSELVES YET FURTHER THE PROBLEM 
OF LEGITIMACY DEMOCRATIC NORMS AND INCLUSIVE CITIZENSHIP MAY BECOME 
IRRESOLVABLE WITHIN THE EXISTING SOCIAL ORDER
3OME -USLIM MINORITIES IN THE 5+ LIVE UNDER CONDITIONS WHICH AP
PROACH SIEGE WITH WHOLE FAMILIES STAYING HOME AT TIMES OF PUBLIC FEELING 
FOLLOWING TERROR ATTACKS 4HE RESOURCES PROVIDED BY THE TRANSNATIONAL FRAM
ING OF THEIR IDENTITIES AND SOLIDARITIES MAY COME INTO THEIR OWN DURING 
SUCH TIMES OF CRISIS OF THE PUBLIC AUTHORITIES LEGITIMACY 4RANSNATIONAL 
MODES OF IDENTIFICATION AND SOLIDARITY REPRESENT NOT SO MUCH A LIFESTYLE 
CHOICE AS A MEANS TO SECURE PSYCHOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC SURVIVAL 6IRTUAL 
AND DIASPORIC COMMUNITIES OF SOLIDARITY ARE REVITALIZED BY THE PROCESSES 
OF RACIALIZATION DESCRIBED IN THIS VOLUME 4HIS INCLUDES SECOND AND THIRD
GENERATION GROUPS !MONG THE YOUNGER GENERATION ONLINE SOURCES OF IN
FORMATION AND OUTLETS OF EXPRESSION HAVE LARGELY REPLACED THE CONSTANT 46 
NEWS CHARACTERISTIC OF THEIR PARENTS GENERATION .EW FRAMING PROCESSES 
CREATE NEW @GLOCALIZED SPACES (ERE THE YOUNG IN PARTICULAR WITH MIXED 
AND COMPLEX IDENTITIES CAN THRIVE DRIVEN TO ASSERT THEMSELVES VIRTUALLY AND 
IN PHYSICAL SPACE AS MORE THAN PASSIVE VICTIMS OF OFFICIAL NEGLECT AND MEDIA 
VILIFICATION 7ITHIN SUCH SPACES PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT USED TO BEING LISTENED 
TO CAN DEFINE THEIR PROBLEMS ARTICULATELY EVEN COME UP WITH CREATIVE SOLU
TIONS 4HOMAS /LSENS STUDY OF THE TRANSNATIONAL :APATISTA ACTIVIST COM 
MUNITY IS RELEVANT HERE (E ARGUES THAT 
4HE PROCESS OF NEOLIBERAL RESTRUCTURING SINCE THE S AND S HAS AFFECTED 
LARGE PARTS OF  THE WORLDS POPULATION IN A WAY THAT ENHANCES THE POTENTIAL 
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FOR CONSTRUCTING INJUSTICE FRAMES THAT RESONATE BEYOND PHYSICAL  SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL BORDERS  	
4HERE IS A SPECIFIC @INJUSTICE FRAME WHICH THE -USLIM RESPONDENTS IN 
THESE STUDIES LARGELY SEEM TO SHARE WITH MANY NUANCES A WORLDWIDE )SLAMIC 
DIASPORIC COMMUNITY IDENTIFIED AS DANGEROUS BY MUCH BETTER ARMED AND 
MEDIARICH WESTERN STATES WITH ALL THEIR MIGHT WITHIN AND AT THE BORDERS 
4RUE THERE ARE REFERENCES HERE AND THERE TO THE )SLAMIC WORLDS IMPER
FECTIONS -ODERATE -USLIMS ARE BESIEGED FROM ALL SIDES BY CORRUPT STATES 
IN THE LANDS OF THEIR FOREBEARS BY IMPERIAL MILITARY AGGRESSION THROUGHOUT 
THE -USLIM WORLD ESPECIALLY  IN !FGHANISTAN  )RAQ AND 0ALESTINE BY 
DENIGRATING OR AT BEST INDIFFERENT	 MEDIA IMAGES OF THE 7EST SIMPLY FOR 
BEING )SLAMIC 4HE SENSE OF BEING TARGETED n EVEN COVERTLY n AS GUILTY IS A 
TERRIFYING ASPECT OF THESE STUDIES )T SEEMS TO RESULT FROM MEDIA AND PUBLIC 
BLAME IN THE @7AR ON 4ERROR BUT CAN BE TRACED TO THE END OF THE #OLD 7AR 
WHEN A  @NEW ENEMY WAS  IDENTIFIED BY DEFENCE EXPERTS 4HE BODIES OF 
-USLIMS GLOBALLY SUBJECT TO MULTIPLE FORMS OF HUMILIATION ARE ALWAYS IN 
A TRANSITION TO A SHARED SITE OF PRIDE THE UMMA (ARASSED INSULTED DETAINED 
AND FEARFUL OF DEPORTATION -USLIMS IDENTIFY WITH ONE ANOTHER AS BESIEGED 
CITIZENS OF A NONEXISTENT IDEAL STATE .EW AND CREATIVE TRANSNATIONAL FORMS 
OF COMMUNICATION AND IDENTITYFORMATION ENABLE SOME TO RENEGOTIATE A 
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DREAMED
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